Path Christ Consciousness Ocean Eyes
the jeshua channelings - assetsoklocker - but we can say that you have created a new type of
consciousness, one that did not exist previously. this consciousness was first displayed by christ when he
walked the earth. this consciousness, which i call the christ consciousness, results from a spiritual alchemy.
physical alchemy is the art of transforming lead into gold. the truth about yoga - accountsupport consciousness which occurs as a result of the effect of the exercise on the central nervous system. japa yoga:
the “mechanical” path to salvation – the repetitious use of mantra (sacred word), usually the name of a hindu
god or evil spirit. this creates a state whereby the mind is conscious but unaware of anything or any thought.
lantern body,fall 200 - builders of the adytum - human consciousness. by giving love we are increasing
our capacity for love. we give life when we give love! we give magic when we give love! magic that
accelerates the evolution of the object of our love. this is the at-one-ment that leads to conscious union with
the christ center in tiphareth. selected early works of paramhansa yogananda - selected early works of
paramhansa yogananda to download a free 62-page pdf book, ... as a small cup cannot hold an ocean within it,
no matter how willing it may be to do so, likewise the cup of material human consciousness cannot grasp the
universal christ consciousness, no matter how desirous it is; but when the student, by the ... the initiatic
path - gnostic muse - and travel a very long road [the initiatic path]. when you have crossed these twice
seven oceans, a fish [the christ] will draw you to him, such a fish that when he breathes he draws into this
breast the first and the last. this marvelous fish has neither head nor tail; he holds himself in the middle of the
ocean, quiet and primary instruction 5 the golden ray of wisdom - primary instruction lesson no. 5 part i
1. the second ray: the golden ray of wisdom the second ray of golden yellow is the ray of teachers and
educators, and the ascended master kuthumi served in the office of chohan of the second ray until his
elevation to the office of world teacher. the following is a brief de spiritual heart — religion of unity - ning
- five stages of growth of the consciousness on the spiritual path ... jesus christ (with the use of the
apocrypha); also for the first time he created competent editions of translations ... versal ocean of the
absolute, there resides the united i am your guard - the summit lighthouse - the christ—god-victorious,
love enthroned—crowning king and queen, while father-mother god ensconced in living flame cradle the christ
child of their heart’s oneness. and the fusion of that fire is for the mastery of the christ consciousness in one of
the seven rays. this day, i say, choose the path of your appointing and of your anointing. the gospel of philip
- holybooks - of jesus christ, who att ained divinity thanks to help from ... the one who has entered on the
spiritual path has to separate in oneself the true, eternal, valuable for life in the ... who is the universal ocean
of the primordial consciousness, is pictured on orthodox icons as an old man sitt ing on a cloud. the gospel of
philip - swami-center - the gospel of philip russian edition of the gospel of philip and commentaries by ... to
die in this context means to go astray from the path to the father. this is a spiritual death. 5. since the day of
christ’s incarnation, the prosperity ... who is the universal ocean of the primordial consciousness, is pictured on
orthodox icons as an east-west invocation - transcendence toolbox - christ consciousness. i call to my
christ self to descend and take command over all aspects of my life and consciousness, and i accept that i am
ﬁlled with the light of christ, now and for-ever. i accept that my christ self is the way, the truth and the life, and
that my life is built upon the rock of christ. hail mary henry thomas hamblin - the life of the spirit - henry
thomas hamblin the life of the spirit their personality or individuality. they argue that if they get back to the
father like a drop of water returning to the ocean, they will be swallowed up and lose consciousness, so to
speak. nothing of the sort happens, of course, the conscious-ness is not lost — it expands. githekas on constant contact - ters.” if you follow the path of sufism, allah be with you, and if you follow another path,
may god bless you. you want to go forth, you want to make a trip to the north pole, and you can go by several
routes: up the pacific ocean, or the atlantic ocean or through canada, and you may go by rail or motor or
aeroplane or water. book of maps (spirit keepers tarot) excerpt - the following is an excerpt from the
book of maps, the companion guidebook to the spirit keeper’s tarot, a hand-illustrated black and white tarot
deck crafted with practitioners of the mystic arts in mind.
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